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Mahendra and David, 
  
Attached is an updated commentary on the DOE aircraft crash frequency analysis with my own calcuations.  I primarily 
explained more carefully my formula for crashes from mishaps initiating outside the restricted area.  
  
As we discussed today, I believe that to properly account for the contribution from aircraft that intend to overfly the 
restricted area, this whole group needs to be treated separately, not just the ones whose mishaps initiate within the 
restricted area.   
  
Dennis  Damon 
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Comments from Dennis Damon on “Frequency Analysis of Aircraft Hazards for License
Application”, produced by BSC for the Yucca Mountain project.  

I believe the basic equations used in sections 7.2.2 and 7.2.3 to calculate the frequency of
aircraft crashes into the YM surface facilities are incorrect.  

Sections 7.3.2.3 and 7.2.2 for Crash Frequency Due to Flights Outside the Restricted Area

Equation 4 on page 45 may be correct, but one must use the correct probability distribution for
F(r).  The value r should be the distance from the initiation of the mishap to the location of the
crash.  The F(r) curve used in Section 7.3.2.3 (Fig. 5 p. 59) is for distances from the pilot
ejection point to the crash location.  To use this curve amounts to an assumption that, after a
mishap has been initiated, the pilot will not allow the aircraft to enter the restricted airspace. 
Thus when the pilot ejects, the assumption is that the aircraft is outside the restricted area. 
Then the assumption is that the direction the plane takes after that is uniform, and the
probability of exceeding a distance r to impact is 1 - F(r).  The assumption that the pilot will not
allow the aircraft to enter the restricted airspace is not conservative, assumes pilot avoidance,
and will, in many cases, not be true.  Firstly, the pilot may not be able to control the aircraft to
the extent of avoiding the restricted airspace.  Secondly, for F-16's 90% of crashes are due to
engine failure.  In such events the pilot will attempt to attain the longest glide distance possible
in order to have time to restart the engine.  Only at the last minute, at perhaps 2000 feet, will he
eject.  (Assumption 3.3.9 is incorrect.)  The pilot is unlikely to be interested in airspace
restrictions during this process.  Hence, the function F(r) to use in such calculations should be
one where the distance r is from the initiation point of the mishap to the crash point.  Since the
initiation point of the mishap may be at high altitude, the probability of r being long enough to
reach the YM surface facility area will be much higher than the one shown in Figure 5. 

The remainder of this note presents an alternative calculation of this aircraft crash frequency.  

Let:

Na the number of small military aircraft mishaps initiated per square mile per year for the
areas around YM. 

A the effective area of the YM surface facilities for small military aircraft
d the diameter of the YM surface facilities.  For this calculation we approximate this area

by a circle; so d = sqrt(4A/π)
r distance from the mishap initiation point to the area A
F(r) the probability, given a mishap, that the crash point is less than r from the initiation point
Ra the radius of the restricted airspace = 5.6 miles

Consider a mishap initiated outside the restriced airspace in the interval r to r+dr.  This is an
annulus of width dr surrounding the area A at a distance r.  The frequency of a mishap in this
annular area is Na 2 π r dr.  

We assume that the aircraft then takes a direction of travel that is isotropic, that is, random with
all directions being equally likely.  Looking from any area element in the annular area back
toward the area A at the distance r, there is a circle of radius r and perimeter, 2 π r, that passes
through A.  The probability that the direction taken will pass over the area A is just the fraction of
this circle that passes through A.  This chord has a length of approximately d.  thus the
probability that the aircraft path intersects A (if it reaches that far) is just d/2 π r.  



In order for these aircraft to then impact in A, the distance from mishap initiation to crash must
be in a small range about r.  If A were a circle, aircraft passing near the edge pass along a
chord through A that is smaller than the chord of length d if they were to pass directly through
the center.  However, since the path through A is random, the average distance difference is
just the average chord length of A, π d / 4.  In other words the aircraft initiating a mishap at a
distance r from A that will impact in A, are those whose distance from initiation to crash is in the
interval r - π d / 8 to r + π d / 8.  The probability of this event is:

 F(r + π d / 8) - F(r - π d / 8)

Thus the contribution to aircraft crash frequency in A from aircraft initiating mishap at r is the
product of the three factors above:

[Na 2 π r dr][d/2 π r][ F(r + π d / 8) - F(r - π d / 8)]

= Nad  F(r + π d / 8) - F(r - π d / 8) dr

To obtain the total frequency for all distances r, we integrate with respect to r from the restricted
area radius R out to a radius Rmax at which F(Rmax) = 1.  Rmax is thus the maximum distance an
aircraft could reach before crashing.  Although in reality this could be a very large distance one
could truncate where F reaches a value very close to 1.  Note that in the integrand above, the
values r cancelled out; so that the only dependence on r is its appearance in F.  

We do not possess the data here to provide an empirical F(r).  However, to get an estimate of F,
let us first judge that mishap events that result in short range crashes, such as loss of attitude
control or mid-air collision, since these will be unlikely reach A which is at least 5.6 miles away. 
Thus we estimate that only engine failure events will have glide distances long engough to
reach the YM surface facilities.  Of the 18 events in Table 4 (p. 33) used to obtain the estimated
mishap frequency in military air operations around YM only 3 are engine failures.  These 18
events are, however, a somewhat small sample.  Out of the first 100 military aircraft crashes
tabulated in Appendix III, 29 are engine failures.  Thus we estimate here that about 3/18 =
0.1666 of mishaps may have r long enough to reach A, but that this fraction could well be as
high as 29/100 = 0.29.  

For such engine failure only we estimate that engine failure mishaps initiate with a random
uniform distribution of altitudes between 0.1 and 6 miles; and that the aircraft glides at a slope of
6.8 degrees to a crash.  Hence, the crash distance r will be distributed roughly uniformly
between 
Rmin = 0.1 cot(6.8 deg) = 0.84 miles, and

Rmax = 6 cot(6.8) = 50 miles.  

Thus: Rmax - Rmin = 50 - 0.84 = 49.16 miles, 

so the uniform pdf is 1/49.16 per mile.  

The effective area of the surface facilities A = 0.414 sq. mile, so the diameter d = 0.726 mile,
and the mean chord length πd/4 = 0.57 mile.  Thus of the fe = 0.1666 of aircraft mishaps that are
engine failures, the fraction that impact in A is the ratio:

(πd/4) / (Rmax - Rmin ) = 0.57/49.16 miles = 0.0116.  



For a uniform F, the above integral for the total frequency will also have the product: Rmax - R

Rmax - R = 50 - 5.6 = 44.4 miles

Na = 8x10-5 / mi2y
d = 0.726

hence the integral of Nad  F(r + π d / 8) - F(r - π d / 8) dr from R to Rmsx is:

Freq. of crashes into A = Integral from R to Rmax Na d [F(r + π d / 8) - F(r - π d / 8)] dr

F = Na d [ fe (Rmax - R)(πd/4) / (Rmax - Rmin )]

F =  Na (πd2/4)[ fe (Rmax - R) / (Rmax - Rmin ) ]   Noting that the expression πd2/4 = A

F = Na A [ fe (Rmax - R) / (Rmax - Rmin ) ]  

Thus:

F = (8x10-5 / mi2y)(0.414 mi2)(0.1666)(50 - 5.6) / (50 - 0.84) = 4.99x10-6 crashes per year
( into YM surface facilities from small military aircraft operating outside the restricted area.)  

If the fraction of mishaps that are engine failures were 0.29 instead of 0.1666, the crash
frequency estimate would be 8.68x10-6 crashes per year.  
 
Does the formula F = Na A [ fe (Rmax - R) / (Rmax - Rmin ) ] make sense?  Na A is just the uniform
areal crash rate into A, unadjusted for the effect of the restricted area.  The factor fe eliminates
mishaps that are crashes into-terrain, mid-air collisions, etc, that could not travel far enough to
reach A. The remaining factor (Rmax - R) / (Rmax - Rmin ) is the fraction of the remaining mishaps
that are eliminated because of the restriction radius R.  If R were increased to equal Rmax, then
F=0.  This makes sense.  It says that when the restiction radius is beyond the maximum range
that an aircraft can fly after a mishap, there is zero frequency of crashes into A.  Likewise, if R
were reduced to Rmin, the factor becomes 1.  This means that, if the restriction radius is
essentially eliminated, then the aircraft from any of these mishaps could reach A.  

Obviously, better data on how real crash distances are distributed would yield a better estimate. 
The use of Rmax = 50 miles in this example allows for crashes uniformly distributed from mishap
initiation out to 50 miles. In this case (Rmax - R) / (Rmax - Rmin ) = 0.89.  That is, only a modest
reduction in the aircraft’s ability to reach A results.  If real crashes are distributed much closer to
the initiation point of the mishap, say Rmax = 10, the result would be 0.444.  That is, there would
be a substantial reduction in the fraction of aircraft that can reach A.  



Section 7.2.3 Crash Frequency for Over-flights of the Restricted Area

Equation 9 on page 47 is wrong.  It contains a factor, pc, which does not belong.  This factor is
later estimated to be 0.105, hence the frequency estimate on p. 60 is incorrect by this amount. 
Section 7.3.3 p. 60:

Fo = 1.07x10-7 /y

dividing by 0.105 gives 1.019x10-6 /y which approaches the screening criterion of 2x10-6 /y.

My reasoning is as follows:

Given N randomly distributed aircraft passes over the restricted area per year, the only ones of
interest are those which might impact the effective area A of the surface facilities.  Let us take r
to be the radius of a circle equal in area A.  Thus π r2 = A or r = sqrt (A / π ).  For the purposes
of estimation here, let us assume that of the N aircraft, the only ones that will impact in A are
those which are headed toward A.  This should yield a correct result since the area A is in the
middle of the pattern of uniformly disributed random aircraft passes, so, even though there
would be some transverse scatter of the location of the crash relative to its original track, out-
scatters from A should equal in-scatters.  The N aircraft are assumed to be distributed uniformly
across the diameter of the restricted area, which is 2R.  Thus the fraction of the N aircraft tracks
that are headed toward A is:

2r/2R = r/R   so the number of aircraft per year headed toward A is Nr/R.  

How many of these aircraft will suffer a mishap AND crash into A?  Let us consider a particular
flight at a particular altitude and a mishap where the glideslope has a particular angle.  Such an
aircraft will impact (on average) at a particular distance x from the point where the mishap
initiates.  For such a mishap, the only aircraft which will crash into A are those which lie in a
circle of area A centered at a distance x from the center of the surface facility circle.  Let us call
this circle A’.  Thus any aircraft that initiates a mishap in A’, and has altitude and glide slope
yielding x, will land in A.  The number of mishaps so initiated is the product of the mishap rate
per mile, λ, and the average chord length of the circle A’, c.  c = π r / 2.  This is because the
distribution of flight tracks is uniform across the transverse diameter of the circle A’, so
integrating this uniform distribution, times λ, over the circle is equivalent to calculating the
average chord length.  Thus the number of mishaps n’ initiating in A’ so as to impact in A is:

n’ = λ π r / 2

This result, that the number of aircraft initiating a mishap so as to land in A is λ π r / 2, is the
same regardless of the particular glide slope or altitude.  Hence, even if there is a probability
distribution over these parameters it will not effect the number of crashes that will impact A. 
This is because the assumption is that the pattern of overflights is random and uniform.  Thus
we apply this result to the number of flights that are headed toward A:

F = [Nr/R][λ π r / 2]
   = N λ π r2 / 2R
F  = N λ A / 2R

This is the frequency per year of overflight crashes into the surface facilities of area A, and is



the same as equation 9 page 47 except there is no pc factor.  

Section 7.2.4.2 Model for the Beatty Airway

The exponential model used to quantify the probability that aircraft mishaps initiating in the
Beatty Airway result in a crash at a distance x transverse to the airway comes from reference
2.1.45.  The key parameter of the model is γ.  In the reference it states that the values for γ are
“best subjective estimates” from “previous studies”.   No citations are given.  The basis justifying
these values should be provided, or the NUREG-0800 model should be used. 

The model and calculations for the frequency of crashes from flights through the Beatty Airway
appear to be correct.  Note that the exponential model gives a much lower frequency of crashes
at distances of 5 - 10 miles, where the YM facility is, than does the w/(w+2d) model of NUREG-
0800.   Thus it is important to examine the rationale and empirical data on which it is based to
see if it is more realistic than the NUREG-0800 model. 
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